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MISSION
STATEMENT

At Xioverse, we're on a mission to redefine
digital ownership & interactions, blending
the world of augmented reality with the
dynamic and decentralized capabilities of
blockchain technology.

VISION

Provide Immersive Experiences
through virtual imaginative watches
transcending the Digital Realm.



EXPLORE THE
MODEL X WATCH

a film strap
a dial
a holographic display 
an add on dock

The model X watch has 4 attributes: 

All set through the DNA capsule
which can be dismantled and
reassembled by holders



CRAFT YOUR
NARRATIVE:
PERSONALIZE AND
PLAY WITH MODEL X
WATCHES

Attributes for model X watches are all 3D
designed, rigged and animated for Unity
around different themes from Iconic eras to
pop culture.
Holders can craft their own watch by
combining different attributes into a single
DNA capsule and experience their watch in
augmented reality through our novelty app

https://xioverse.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Xioverse-AR-Trailer.mp4


ON-CHAIN ACTIONS,
OFF-THE-CHARTS
ENGAGEMENT
Personalize your Model X Watch on the
blockchain, ensuring transparency and
security.
Every on-chain action contributes to a
vibrant community, creating a lasting
record of engagement.
Record of ownership with dynamic
attribute list for compatibility across
platforms



LEVEL UP YOUR
EXPERIENCE:
MODEL X GAMING
INTEGRATION

Downloadable 3D attribute object files
allow asset integration into games through
proper legal pipelines
Xioverse team support for game asset
optimization
Metadata attribute list unlocks in-game
watch use with wallet authentication



SEAMLESS GAMING
ON BLOCKCHAIN–
EMPOWERING AR
COLLECTIBLES

Seamless gaming experiences for AR
collectibles
Fast and low-cost transactions on selected
network
Enhanced scalability for optimal performance
Positioning Xioverse as a leader in blockchain
innovation



ELEVATE USER ENGAGEMENT:
AR COLLECTIBLES WITH AN
ADDED GAMING EDGE

Unique Engagement Boost: Xioverse's
AR collectibles introduce novel and
immersive interactions, attracting a
diverse user base

Extended User Sessions: Engaging
gaming elements encourage prolonged
user interactions, fostering a vibrant
community.

Network Activity Surge: Xioverse drives
increased on-chain activities, contributing to
the ecosystem’s growth

Unmatched Personalization: Users stay
longer, creating, customizing, and trading
assets, elevating overall platform engagement



PLAY AND PROFIT: MONETIZE
PERSONALIZED AR
COLLECTIBLES AND GAMING
ASSETS

Non-Competitive Presence:
Xioverse's unique virtual watches, as
exclusive gaming assets, pose no threat
to existing in-game items, fostering a
collaborative environment for seamless
adoption by gaming studios.

New revenue streams for gaming studios:
Xioverse’s rental smart contracts send a fee
from rent to the game developer’s wallet,
watches are being rented over

Play & earn: Holders upgrade watch tier as
they play and rent out their watch to other
gamers



FOSTERING UNITY IN
DIVERSITY – TAILORED AR
EXPERIENCES FOR PARTNER
COMMUNITIES

Xioverse actively looks to collaborate
with diverse communities, creating
custom DNA capsules that encapsulate
their unique themes and identities

This collaborative approach ensures a
rich tapestry of AR collectibles, reflecting
the distinct characteristics and values of
each partnered community.



VISION BOARD

Pre-mint

Release of 200 PFPs granting holders early access to all
Xioverse mints, discounts on select collections, gifts and
awarding them creator passes allowing them to submit their
own attribute designs every year contributing to the creator
economy
Launch of the Xioverse AR App
Release of 40,000 Model X NFT watches that can be
dismantled into 160,000 NFT attributes expanded on every
year



VISION BOARD

Release of limited edition signature artist watch series with
immersive VR experiences transporting holders to custom
designed vault rooms and gaming experience
Auctioning off the largest artistic virtual clock, a collaboration
between numerous artists to further cement Xioverse in the
web3 watch space.

Post-mint



VISION BOARD

Collaboration with watch brands through our AR technology to
create a hybrid Augmented Reality/Physical Xioverse watch
with integrated RFID chip for unlocking an NFT certificate of
authenticity & projecting a virtual layer on top of the watch,
complementing the physical design
Assisting in building an augmented reality metaverse,
providing immersive experiences for holders, mixing reality
with the endless possibilities virtual reality offers.

Long term vision



MEET THE
INNOVATORS: MINDS
BEHIND XIOVERSE’S
AR & GAMING FUSION

Our team is fully doxxed and embraces
complete transparency
We have a diverse team with backgrounds
in project management, creative writing,
relationship building, concept art creation,
3d sculpting, and technology expertise



FOR ANY FURTHER
ENQUIRY OR
CONTACT

Email: elvis@xioverse.com
Website: www.xioverse.com
Twitter: @xioverse
Instagram: @Xioverse_nft

http://www.xioverse.com/
https://twitter.com/xioverse
https://www.instagram.com/xioverse_nft/?utm_source=ig_web_button_share_sheet&igshid=OGQ5ZDc2ODk2ZA==

